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The Gardener’s Shelter
Foreword
The Gardener’s Shelter at Cressing Temple, which stands beneath a walnut tree
in the north east corner of the restored walled Elizabethan paradise garden, was
constructed to a geometrical plan, set out at full scale on the ground and cut from
green oak in the round, without the use of mathematical calculations, dimensioned
rulers or tapes, or modern power tools. The compass drawn geometrical system
used to design the shelter follows the principles of an identical proportional design
discovered in the floor and section of the Barley Barn, built at Cressing by the
Knights Templar in 1220.

This booklet tells the story of the shelter’s design and its construction by an international team of carpenters.
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The shelter’s frame was scribed, cut and raised manually from 50 year old oak
sourced from nearby Gosfield Wood, a 72 acre mainly broad-leaved plantation,
planted in the mid 1950s on the site of ancient woodland, remnants of which still
exist. Gosfield Wood’s owner, Mrs D Rothenstein, attended the raising of the frame.
The oak for the project was paid for by Essex County Council. The project was
organised and run by the UK Carpenters’ Fellowship in the week leading up to their
annual Frame Conference, held at Cressing Temple in September 2008.
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No power ~ No maths

Research at Cressing Temple

In September of 2008, a small team of twenty
carpenters arrived at Cressing Temple to construct a shelter for gardeners working in the
Elizabethan walled paradise garden. The team
was international: from Canada, the USA, Sweden and the UK. Of the two participants from
Sweden, one was Danish and of the UK participants, one was Dutch. The age range was from
23 to 71 and experience was from 8 weeks
working for a Cornish carpenter to 20 years
running an American timber framing company.
The team’s objective was to convert felled oak
from local woods into a standing frame ready
for shingling and lathing and to do so in a
week using only manual tools. The frame was
designed using the same geometrical system
found in Cressing’s huge historic Barley Barn,
constructed by the Knights Templar in 1220.
Working like the Knights Templar, the shelter
was designed, laid out and constructed geometrically without the use of dimensioned
rulers or measuring tapes and, consequently,
without the need to calculate or measure in
the way we do today. The slogan, No power ~
No maths, summed up the methodology and
philosophy underlying the project. I was asked
to design the frame and run the geometrical
aspects of the course with my colleagues,
William Clement Smith and Joel Hendry, as
project manager and lead carpenter respectively. Many others were involved in the project
and they will appear as the story of the project
unfolds. The following pages explain how the
Gardener’s Shelter project came into being, the
influences behind the design, its metamorphosis into timber and, finally, the shelter’s raising.
The idea of the project came about as follows. Some years back, Cressing Temple had
been the venue for the UK Carpenters’ Fellowship weekend conference, known as Frame,
that takes place annually at one of the UK’s
leading historic building museums. It became
a Fellowship tradition to contribute a small
timber frame to each venue to commemorate
the event, with components made in advance,
brought to site and assembled during Frame.
For the Frame 2008 conference it was decided
instead to make the shelter’s components during a week’s practical timber framing course
leading up to Frame and to erect the frame in
the walled garden during the event weekend.

Cressing’s two massive 13th century barns
are each approximately 50 feet in width and
height and 150 feet in length, the largest and
most complete surviving 13th century barns in
Europe. For many years the barns were studied
by Cecil Hewett, who developed a chronology of timber carpentry dating based on the
historic evolution of carpentry jointing techniques, and Adrian Gibson, who sought the
design methodology that underlay the barns’
designs.
Cecil discovered that some carpentry
developments were beneficial, such as a new
form of joint that increased its strength, and
others detrimental, such as a new form of joint
that was weaker but could be cut more swiftly
in order to lower costs. His chronology first
challenged and then radically changed the
accepted view of the age of historic buildings,
expanding the time scale by several hundred
years. He was the first to recognise the great
age of the Cressing barns and his estimates
were extraordinarily close to the dendrochronological dates of 1220 AD for the Barley
Barn and 1250 AD for the Wheat Barn.
Adrian’s research focused on the design of
the barns and he discovered significant ratios
between the massive aisle posts in both. The
barns have a common plan, with a central
open bay or midstrey, for threshing, and three
bays of storage to either side. In each storage
area there are six aisle posts, arranged in three
pairs so that the barn has a nave and aisles
like a church. Adrian found that the distance
between two posts, across the barn’s nave, was
doubled along the diagonal between either
end of the six posts, a 1 : 2 ratio, and the same
ratio could be found at half the scale in each
bay of the barn’s aisles, figure 1. He concluded
that this was a deliberate geometrical strategy
that was simple to set out on the ground at full
scale using pegs and cords.
I had researched geometrical design systems for many years and, reading Adrian’s
published article, I recognised the ratios and
triangulation as products of a specific compass
geometry where six circles are drawn around
the circumference of a seventh. This configuration is found scribed into countless historic
timber frames and is known by contemporary
frame carpenters as the daisy wheel, figure 2.
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threshing floor
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The Barley Barn’s elevation, top, showing the great waggon porch with double doors accessing
the central midstrey or threshing floor and, below, the barn’s floor plan showing the threshing
floor, nave, aisles and bays, with Adrian Gibson’s ratios shown as tones in the two bays at either
side of the midstrey. The waggon porch is a later addition.

2

The barn’s floor showing Laurie Smith’s compass geometry interpretation of Adrian Gibson’s
ratios. The compass construction generates six cardinal points around its circumference. The
points on the vertical diameter give the cross barn alignment of the two central aisle posts in
each side of the barn while the remaining points locate the other four.

2
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Daisy wheel compass geometry
The compass is a hands on computer that can
be used to generate angles and proportions
relevant to the design, erection or repair of
timber framed buildings. To be precise, the
medieval compass used by carpenters and
masons was what we would now call dividers,
a compass with a pin on either arm for scribing into timber or stone. The dividers were
used in combination with a straight edge, like
a ruler without dimensions, and a scribe or
awl for scoring a line along its edge. Using the
compass, straight edge and scribe it is possible
to draw circles, either individually or in multiples and to scribe straight lines between the
precise points where curved or straight lines
intersect. This was the design methodology
used at Cressing Temple by the Knights Templar in the 13th century. It can be used at small
scale on parchment or plaster using hand held
compasses (or dividers) or at a large scale using peg and cord geometry. At an intermediate
scale it is possible to use rigid rods or laths to
give fixed radii and this was the method used
to layout the Gardener’s Shelter.
If a circle is drawn by compass its radius will
also give six equidistant points around the circumference. And if six further circles are drawn
from these points, a daisy wheel is produced
where they overlap within the central circle,
figure 3. This is the true geometry of the daisy
wheel, its geometrical reason for existence,
and a revelation of the beauty, symmetry and
intricacy of geometrical relationships.
It can also be seen, in figure 4, that the central daisy wheel can be drawn independently
and that a cut circle, figure 5, represents the
tips of the daisy wheel petals where their arcs
pass across the circumference of the central
circle. The daisy wheel and cut circle therefore
both indicate the six equidistant points around
the central circle’s circumference, the daisy
wheel being the long hand and cut circle the
short hand method of locating these points.
Daisy wheels and cut circles are often found
scribed into historic timber frames.
The six points plus the central axis point
yield some interesting geometrical properties.
For example, if all six points are connected a
hexagon is formed, figure 6. If three alternate
points are joined, an equilateral triangle is
formed and if all six points are joined in re-
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versed equilateral triangles, the Star of David
appears, figure 7. The two equilaterals that
form the Star intersect to form a hexagon at
their common centre and six smaller equilateral triangles between the hexagon and the
circle’s circumference.
Connection of four points generates the
rectangle, shown in dashed line in figure 8.
The short side of the rectangle is equal to the
circle’s radius (it is one of the six equal divisions
around the circle’s circumference) and its diagonal is equal to the circle’s diameter, figure 9.
The rectangle is shown cut along its diagonal
in the cut circle in figure 10. The rectangle’s external ratio is 1 : 1¾ (approximately) between
its short and long sides. 1¾ is a difficult number to multiply or remember. The rectangle’s
true harmonic is the geometrical ratio of 1 : 2
between its short side (radius) and diagonal
(diameter), figure 11. Our modern approach to
building plan dimensions is to measure length
and width but no amount of exterior measurement will reveal this memorable internal
geometrical harmony. This was the ratio that
Adrian Gibson discovered between the aisle
posts in the Barley Barn. Cut in half along its diagonal, the rectangle gives a perfect set square
with the related angles 30°, 60° and 90° so it is
easy to see why it would be used for laying out
building plans.
As well as its inherent division into six 60°
sectors, the wheel can be used to find many
other angles. Any, or all, of the sectors can be
subdivided by compass to give 30° and again
to give 15° as shown in the daisy wheel in
figure 12.
Figure 13 shows how arcs drawn between
the cut circle’s cuts at B and C intersect at
a point that can be connected horizontally
to the circle’s axis to give a right angle with
its vertical axis. Arcs from the horizontal line
and the circle’s apex at A intersect to divide
the right angle into two 45° angles. The daisy
wheel or cut circle can therefore be used
manually to construct a wide range of angles
without the use of a modern protractor or
the need to make calculations. The only tools
needed are a compass (or dividers), a straight
edge and a scribe. Further, the triangles and
rectangle that can be constructed have visually harmonic proportions. The rectangle is, in
fact, a root 3 rectangle but the Knights Templar
would not have understood this terminology.
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The Barley Barn section
The daisy wheel geometry that defines the positions of the Barley Barn’s aisle posts at ground
level is also used to design the trusses, as if
the daisy wheel on the ground is raised from a
horizontal position through 90° into a vertical
position, figure 14. However, although there
would almost certainly have been a small scale
trial layout drawn on parchment or scribed by
dividers into plaster, it is on the ground that
the truss could be laid out at full scale by peg
and cord geometry.
In the first stage of the design a rectangle is
drawn through all six petal tips, as shown in
figure 15, and this enables new alignments to
be drawn within the geometrical construction.
The first alignments connect the rectangle’s
bottom outer corners with its top centre, the
locations shown by green arrows. The second
alignments connect two pairs of the daisy
wheel’s petal tips, at the blue arrows. Where
these alignments intersect, at the red arrows,
they define a horizontal level that gives the
wall plate for the barn’s low exterior walls and
where this level meets the rectangle’s boundary, the eaves level of the roof pitch. The pitch
connects the eaves level to the roof ridge at
top centre. The barn’s section is shown in tone.
In the second stage of the design, in figure
16, further alignments are constructed that
define the aisle posts and double tie beams.
The aisle posts are positioned vertically exactly
where the roof pitch cuts the daisy wheel’s
horizontal petals, at the red arrows. The vertical line of the aisle posts cuts the petals of
the wheel in two places, marked by the blue
arrows, and these points give the levels for the
double tie beams.
The final stage of design development is
shown in figure 17. Four diagonals are drawn
between the rectangle’s four corners and four
of the daisy wheel’s petal tips. These align-
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ments of paired parallel lines cross each other
diagonally between the double tie beams to
give the truss its unusual X braces. The alignments continue below the lower tie beam as
soulaces. The double tie beam and X braces
are a striking and distinguishing feature of the
the Barley Barn’s framing but are only found in
the central trusses either side of the midstrey,
figure 18. In fact one of the trusses has inverted Y rather than X braces. Local architectural
historian Elphin Watkin regards the Y braces
as X braces modified when the top tie beam
was removed and replaced. The existing top tie
beam lacks the extra mortices necessary for an
X brace.
The distinctive form of these braces clearly
follows the diagonal alignments constructed
within the daisy wheel’s rectangular grid.
However, although the geometry defines
the positions of the timbers aesthetically, the
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18

double tie beam also has a structural purpose.
The Barley Barn trusses have a simple mortice
and tenon connection between the post, upper tie beam (which runs across the barn) and
arcade plate (which runs along the barn). Put
simply, the arcade plates sit on top of the posts
and the tie beams sit on top of the arcade
plates. This was known to be a weak joint and
the lower ties, secured by slip-tenons, held the
posts in position during construction, against
the outward thrust of the roof, a structural refinement absent from the remaining trusses in
the barn. So it seems likely that the four posts
of the central trusses were raised first and were
held upright in position by the lower tie beams
as the rest of the frame was constructed from
them. Fifty years later when the Wheat Barn
was constructed the trusses had jowl posts, a
technical improvement that locked post, wall
plate and tie beam together.

The Barley Barn’s magnificent interior with light streaming through the waggon door
on the left into the midstrey which is flanked by the two X braced trusses with double
tie beams. The curved and ogival braces, below and above the nearest two tie beams
respectively, are later work. The scale of the barn can be assessed by comparing the
post height, ridge height and width against the figure (who is 6 feet tall) standing on
the far right. The huge volume of the two Knights Templar barns at Cressing Temple is a
reflection of the productive capacity of their 2000 acre Essex estate.

6

The Gardener’s Shelter
Throughout the summer of 2008, after the
discussions and agreements that set the project in motion, there were a range of preparations taking place. The most important were
resolving the shelter’s design, felling the right
amount of oak for the frame and setting a
simple foundation ready for the raising.
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Preparations
William Clement Smith visited my house in
Wales where we carried out experimental
geometrical layouts on the ground with pegs
and cords and I visited Joel Hendry’s workshop
on Dartmoor where we carried out the same
exercise using pins and fixed wooden radius
rods. I decided that rods would give greater
geometrical control. Simple 7½ feet lath radius
rods were made for triangulating the shelter’s
footprint, a diminutive 13½ by 7½ feet, and a
7½ feet equilateral was used as a plumb level
to establish a level plane for the shelter’s footings. The rods were drilled at 7½ feet centres to
take metal pins ground to compass points at
one end. The pins were held in place by string,
knotted in two half hitches which held them
tightly together in use but was easy to dismantle. Figure 19 shows the transition from daisy
wheel to triangulation, footprint, foundation
pads and equilateral plumb level.
Using the equilateral level revealed a slant
in all directions from the corner of the garden,

equal to two and a half levels of brick between
the top and bottom corners of the shelter’s
footings. The footings made the smallest
impact possible, five small Bulmer brick pads,
to support the sills, one at each of the shelter’s
corners and one half way along the rear wall.
William and I set the pads a fortnight before
the course to allow the lime mortar to dry.
Joel travelled to Cressing so he and William could meet Stephen and Becky Westover
at Gosfield Wood where suitable trees were
selected for conversion and felled by chain saw
(the only use of power). The timber was transported to Cressing for the start of the course.
Picture 20 shows Stephen felling an oak
and picture 21, Stephen and William checking
lengths. Picture 22 shows the flared buttress on
a timber destined to be a jowl post, JP, and 23
shows a tie beam. In all, over 250 feet of timber
was needed for sill beams, corner posts, studs,
tie beams and principle rafters, the four corner
posts needing trees with substantial buttresses
to provide for jowls at the post heads.
Picture 24 shows the shelter’s site, between
the little apple and walnut trees. Picture 25
shows the equilateral triangulation set out on
the shelter’s site and 26 shows the equilateral
plumb level used to set the two first foundation pads. Picture 27 shows the triangulation
used again to test the positions of the foundation pads. The pads allow 2 inches outside the
sill beam position to guarantee support.

19 The diagram shows how the daisy wheel is a source of equilateral triangulation and a rectangle

based upon it. The rectangle defines the footprint of the shelter and the triangulation of half the
rectangle is used for a plumb level. Although each triangle has sides of 7½ feet the radius rods are
longer so that they can overlap and be drilled at the exact centres for the triangulation.
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Marking for hewing

Hewing

When the felled oak arrived on site at Cressing
every timber was already carefully marked with
its chosen function. Four heavier trees with
flared buttresses were selected as jowl posts
(the shelter’s four corner posts) because the
head of the post has a complex three way joint
that connects it to the wall plate and tie beam,
so a bigger section is beneficial. Although the
function of the buttresses are to support the
living tree at ground level, the post is simply
turned upside down to give more timber at
the head. Smaller timbers would be hewn to
square section and then sawn in half for studs.
Figure 28 shows stages in marking up the
timber’s end for hewing. On the left, dividers
are used to select an optimum section, shown
as a tone, and a plumb line carries the section
down. Both ends of the plumb line are marked
by awl points. Joel’s technique was to scribe a
small V away from the points so that the point
of the V was exactly on the plumb line. On
the right, the drawing shows a straight edge
placed against the V alignment for an awl to
scribe the line into the timber. This is repeated
on the left of the timber. It follows that the
parallels scribed into the first end of the timber
must also be transmitted to the opposite end.
This means a line must be marked between the
two ends and, sometimes, to make the mark
clearly visible, a line of bark is stripped from
the timber and a chalk line snapped along it.
Figures 29, 30, 31 and 32 show these processes.

The function of hewing is to remove the
boundary timber to produce boxed heart, a
timber of square section. This is done one face
at a time. The first step is to cut notches at intervals along the trunk. Joel said the objective
was to notch to within 1/8 inch of the line and
definitely not to overnotch, as this would cut
into the boxed heart.
Figure 33 shows Joel standing above the
log to cut the notches. He made the trestles,
which are quite sophisticated with two short
legs, a long tail and curved recess to hold the
log in place, replicating examples he had seen
in medieval illustrations. His improvement
was to hinge the iron dogs that lock the log in
place from the trestle so that one end of the
dog was permanently fixed (these can be seen
in figure 35). In cutting the notches, the axe
swings in, alternately, from two angles.
Figure 34 shows the stage after notching
where the axe is used sideways along the trunk
to hack off the waste.
Figure 35 shows the log reversed and a
second face cut. The picture shows clearly why
the hewer works above the log: because gravity takes all the waste straight to the ground
and the log stays clear of debris. As an aside,
I’ve always taken the view that if your work is
clear your mind stays clear.
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Side axing
The function of side axing is to level the
surface of the hewn timber. The axe is a very
specialised tool: the blade being very slightly
curved along both its length and height so
that, in use, it cuts a small surface area to a
shallow depth, allowing the rougher surface of
the hewing to be refined. The side axe leaves
a distinctive dimpled surface that can be seen
on many medieval timbers, especially when a
light is shone along their surface. The handle of
the side axe is set at an angle to the blade so
that space is left between the handle and the
timber being worked for the carpenter’s hands.
In figure 37, Joel Hendry is demonstrating
the use of the side axe. Figure 38 shows the
axe close up, levelling the hewn surface back
to the chalk line. The slanting lines across the
right of the timber’s surface are the last signs
of notching.
Figure 39 shows Joel’s left leg position, kept
well away from the axe when side axing on
the right of the timber, but also supporting
his body weight. Figure 40 shows a chalk-lined
timber from above after two sides have been
hewn, the rough timber remaining outside
each line ready for the side axe.
Figure 41 shows Rick Lewis of Traditional
Oak Carpentry in Suffolk, one of the course
hewing tutors, fresh back from constructing
a covered defensive walkway, missile hurling
perrier and springald catapults at the Tower of
London. Rick brought some of his fine collection of historic carpenter’s axes, figures 42 and
43, with blacksmith decorated blades. In figure
44, Steve Woodley, another course hewing tutor, demonstrates his distinctive side axe technique, working a length of the timber at a time.
The waste wood is left flaring from the timber’s
side and acts as a guide for the axe work.
Becky Fairhall in figure 45, Peter van Diepen
in figure 46, Becky Westover, who tutored lath
and shingle making for the course, in figure 47
and Tom Murrell in figure 49 give a flavour of
the continuous worksite activity using power
free tools to hew and side axe timbers to their
required sections.
Figure 48 shows an enlargement of the
blacksmithed decoration on one of Rick’s axes
and demonstrates that the six curved lines owe
their origin to daisy wheel geometry.
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Sawing
Like all timber frames, the shelter needed
timbers in different sections. The corner posts
were the greatest while studs were of smaller
section and could be produced by halving a
hewn and side axed timber. In figure 50 a timber is carefully levelled with Joel’s traditional
plumb level, assembled on site from separate
components. Figures 51 and 52 show the levelled timber plumb bobbed and marked with
a vertical on the right. Once repeated on the
left the centre can be found. With the timber
centred at both ends a line can be snapped
along its length as a guide for sawing. Figure
53 shows Barbara Czoch checking the line,
which used a dye prepared by William Clement
Smith from walnuts taken, appropriately, from
the tree at the shelter’s site.
In figures 54 and 55, Barbara and Joel saw
the timber into two studs using a simple
ground level trestle made from chestnut saplings. The downward pressures of the sawing
and the upper sawyer’s foot keep the timber
locked in place. A wedge in the top of the cut
helps keeps the timbers apart and allows the
saw blade ease of movement.
Figure 56 shows Kevin de Silva and Ulrick
Hjort-Lassen frame sawing timbers to length.
In figures 57, 58 and 59, Becky Westover
and Collin Beggs take the high trestle sawing
turn and turn about to halve a timber. The top
handle of the saw, the tiller, is fixed in position
but the lower handle, the box, can be repositioned along, or removed from, the blade.

50 51 52
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The Shelter’s geometrical foundation
As shown previously in drawings 15, 16 and 17,
the Barley Barn’s trusses are designed using the
daisy wheel, within a rectangle that passes preciisely through all six of the daisy wheel’s petal
tips. Drawing 60 shows that the greater dimension of the Barley Barn’s rectangle is its width,
which extends to the wheel’s full horizontal
diameter. The height is diminished where the
rectangle’s route cuts through the upper and
lower arcs of the wheel.
In the design of the Gardener’s Shelter,
figure 61, the wheel is rotated through 90° so
that the emphasis becomes vertical and the
shelter’s rectangle extends to the wheel’s full
vertical diameter. To guarantee an easy walk in
access, the radius of the daisy wheel was set
at at 7½ feet, the shelter tie beam’s lower face.
This, in turn, gave a diameter of 15 feet from
the sill’s lower face to the ridge.
Figure 62 shows how the daisy wheel’s
vertical rectangle is divided at the wheel’s axis
into a wall and roof pitch, with the rectangular
and triangular proportions of both governed
by the wheel’s compass geometry.

60

61

Setting out the geometry at full scale
In setting out the shelter’s geometry the first
step was to mark out the daisy wheel’s seven
cardinal points, its axis plus six points around
the circumference, at full scale on the ground.
We used two radius rods and some small
wooden squares (cut from surplus larch weatherboards). The radius rods were drilled at either
end precisely 7½ feet apart and the boards
were scribed with diagonals that crossed at a
precise centre point. The four corners of each
board were drilled for a 6 inch nail so they
could be nailed to the Earth. Figure 63 shows
the apex board. The positions of all seven
boards were triangulated with two radius
rods in the sequence shown in figure 64. The
fist step, which marks two ends of the radius,
needs only one rod but the subsequent stages
require two. All curvatures in the daisy wheel
are drawn to the same radius so any three adjacent intersections give an equilateral triangle.
Figure 65 shows the first radius establishing
the axis and circumference point 1. Figure 66
shows Whit Holder and Joel Hendry triangulating from the axis and point 1 to fix point 2.
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4
64 The diagram shows, clockwise stage by stage, how the daisy wheel is a source of equilateral trian-

gulation through 360°. Although each triangle has sides of 7½ feet, the radius rods are a few inches
longer so that they can be drilled to fit on pins at the exact centres for the triangulation. For clarity
the two rods are shown red and green. It can be seen that the red rod remains on the axis pin
throughout the rotation while the green rod moves in sequence to each newly marked point.

65
point 1

point 1

point 2

axis
axis

66
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With the daisy wheel’s six points triangulated
to the centres of boards nailed to the ground
it remained to find four further points to complete the shelter’s section. The missing points,
at the eaves and sill corners, were found using
the radius rods. First, the length of each rod
was chalk lined, the centre was found by stepping out with dividers, figure 67, and a pin hole
was drilled at the rod’s dead centre. Figure 68
shows how, with the rods located on two of
the daisy wheel’s points, it was easy to find
the half way point and nail down two further
boards, shown in a darker tone. The radius
rods could then be moved down by half their
length to reach the two missing sill corners,
where the final two boards were nailed down,
figure 69.
The critical factor in nailing down each
board was that the crossing of its diagonals
was located exactly beneath a compass-sharp
pin set into drill holes of the two radius rods.
This was essential for the precision of the

layout and, because we were working on grass,
we looked for the most level area of ground.
Although the diagonals on each board gave
pin point centres where the diagonals crossed,
the diagonals themselves were not necessarily
in alignment with the shelter’s geometry. We
therefore chalk lined between the diagonal
interconnections to show the correct outline
for the layout. The chalk lining can be seen as a
red line on the boards.
Levelling
With all the boards in place Joel began to
frame the sills first. They would be followed by
corner posts, tie beams, rafters, etc, constructing the frame, logically, from the ground up.
The two side wall sills were placed on wooden
blocks and levelled along their length, figure
70. The timbers were also levelled across their
width (not shown) and aligned with the geometrical layout using plumb bobs down to the

67 The diagram shows how dividers step equal distances along a centre line from either end of the
radius rod . The final smaller distance allows two arcs to be scribed and a straight line scribed
through the intersections to give dead centre. A hole is drilled at the centre (not shown).

68
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cross lines on the boards, figure 71. When level
in both directions the timbers were marked
with level marks, figures 72 and 75, which
record the first face of the timber to be levelled and are the primary datum from which
all other work on the timber, such as scribing joints for cutting, would be referenced.
The two individual timbers were also levelled
across the whole sill. Figure 73 shows Becky

Fairhall using the 7½ feet equilateral triangle
while Ray Gibbs, Stephen Richardson and Whit
Holder discuss fine adjustments.
Two types of plumb bob were used, the
solid balloon form in figure 71 and the annular form in figure 74. The annular bob has the
advantage that it can be viewed from directly
above and its centre focussed with precision
over the crossed lines on the board.
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Marking out for cutting joints uses three
simple tools: dividers, straight edge and scribe
(known today as a carpenter’s awl). The dividers are a precision tool in that, because they
are adjustable, they can record any dimension
anywhere on any timber, or between timbers,
and transmit it to another. The dimension, fixed
between the divider’s pins does not have to
be ruler specified or known, so that transmitting dimensions between timbers is a maths
free process. Similarly, the straight edge has
no marked dimensions and is used solely to
provide a link between two points so that
the scribe can incise a precision line between
them. The scribe (awl), figure 76, gives absolutely pin point precision.
The three tools enable all timber framing
joints to be marked out for cutting. Some of
the joints used for the shelter are shown in figures 77 to 80. The simplest, 77, is the lap joint,
found in the Barley Barn at Cressing Temple
and an important joint in Cecil Hewett’s theory
of timber joint development. The shelter’s principle rafters are joined by a bridle joint and the
common rafters by a halved joint, 78. Mortice
and tenon joints connect the sills to the corner
posts, 79. The most complex joint is at the
corner post head, which is a three way joint
connecting the post, tie beam and wall plate,
80. The birds mouth housing for the common
rafter’s seating on the wall plate is also shown.
Figure 81 shows the plumb bob defining a
common vertical across two timbers, the alignment being marked at the top and bottom of
the line (see figure 76). Figures 82 and 83 show
dimensions being taken from different faces
of the timbers and 84 shows the straight edge
marking a level for scribing a joint. Figure 85
shows a joint test assembled with the dividers
recording a small but essential adjustment.
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Scribing, cutting and draw boring

POST
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mortice

draw

86

tenon

The diagram shows the principle of draw boring where the drill hole in the
tenon is offset from those in the mortice so that, when the peg is driven
through, it will pull, or draw, the tenon under tension into the mortice.
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While the majority of the basic geometry was
resolved prior to the start of framing there
were several aspects that were best dealt with
on the frame once some timbers were in place.
The first example of this was in the framing of
the two side walls where the angles of the X
braces could not be projected to the sill and
wall plate because the circular daisy wheel
geometry only contacted the frame at the
centre of each side. This meant that the wheel’s
petal tips, needed for projecting the angles
of the braces, were hovering in space, figure
87. To solve this I drew a scale geometry on a
spare section of timber and then the result was
stepped out along the sill and wall plate. The
logic was as follows. The side walls were exactly 7½ feet square on their outer boundaries
(the length of the radius rods and radius of the
full scale daisy wheel) so, if the length was divided by twelve, I could make a 1:12 scale daisy
wheel of 7½ inches radius inside a square and
project the angles through the wheel’s petals.
A divider reading on the 1:12 scale could then
be stepped out twelve times to give full scale
on the frame’s timbers.

The first step in drawing the 1:12 scale daisy
wheel was to divide the timber length into
twelve. Dividing into half and quarter was
done by stretching and halving cords. Dividing
the quarter into three, which would give the
required twelfth, called for another small geometry, on the actual timber. The quarter was
divided in two halves and parallel diagonals
were drawn across each. A third long diagonal
was drawn across the whole quarter to intersect the first two. Where the diagonals intersect they divide the area into three, figure 88.
and one third equalled a twelth of the timber,
the radius of the scale daisy wheel.
Figure 89 shows, left, the 'geometer' standing inside the wall frame and, having scribed
the scale daisy wheel onto timber, indicating
the principle of doubling and halving for stepping out. The principle is simple ~ if a divider
dimension is to be stepped out twelve times
it is easier to double it and step out six times.
This is particularly useful when stepping out
is from very small to very large scale and the
number of steps might be miscounted. Figure
89, right, shows that doubling the divider’s setting on a scribed line simply converts a radius
into a diameter, or 1:12 into 1: 6.

1 : 12
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91
To progress the framing of the side walls it was
decided to set out a second geometrical layout
(refer to figure 64) alongside the first but the
attempt failed when the final radius rod undershot the pin point it was aiming for by about
half an inch. After a second attempt had produced the same error Joel and I realised that
the ground slanted on one side of the layout,
forcing the radius rods out of the horizontal
plane. Once this was realised we searched for
level ground and repeated the layout successfully.

Figure 90 shows the two layouts in progress,
with corner posts, sills and X braces set out in
three layers, each plumbed from the boards
on the ground and with the X braces centre
lined on their geometrical diagonals. Figure
91 shows the test assembly with all timbers
in place and the wall plate, at the front, with
dovetails cut ready to receive the front and
rear tie beams. The upper face, framed flush in
the horizontal plane and waiting for assembly
marks to be scribed, will be one of the shelter’s
external faces when erected on site.
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The second example of geometry carried out
on the frame was the positioning of the passing braces. These are also features of the early
Cressing barns, though many of the braces
have been lost, and a characteristic of the shelter frame that William Clement Smith was keen
to incorporate. With the scale of the shelter being miniscule compared to the barns, passing
braces were not entirely necessary but some
bracing was and they added a visual element
that would resonate with the historic structure
of the early buildings.
For the geometrical construction to proceed it was necessary for the principle rafters
to be in place and, as chance would have it,
the full rear wall was ready for its test assembly. Looking at figure 91 as a reminder of the
relationship between the daisy wheel and the
shelter’s section and remembering also that
the radius of the wheel is 7½ feet, it can be
seen that arcs of the wheel cut the section’s
roof line in four places. The lower two of these
pass through the wheel’s axis and it is this arc
of circle that is needed. In reality on the frame
it doesn’t have to be drawn as an arc of circle
because the radius rod can be placed against
the principles with one pin centre at the apex
of the roof, figure 92. The lower pin centre
marks the arc’s position on the outer face of
the timber. With this done on both principles,
the distance between these points and their
lower ends, at the dashed line in the drawing,
can be transferred to the tie beam’s lower face.
This can be done with dividers or by marking
the length on a stick.
Figure 93 shows how triangulation of the
three recorded points can be made into a small
template to transfer the angles to other positions. A line connecting the triangles gives the
alignment of the passing brace. Alternatively,
this can be done with dividers alone.
Figure 94 shows the rear wall frame test assembled with Barbara Czoch inside the frame
and Nils-Eric Anderson and Ulrick Hjort-Lassen
on the right. In figure 95, Joel Hendry discusses
scribing and cutting the passing brace joints.
Figure 96 shows the passing brace joints cut
and test assembled with Joel Hendry and
Nathan Jones, right, drilling the peg holes
with hand augers. The braces cross at a simple
halved joint that was left unpegged.
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Geometry in action 2
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The bottom photograph shows the precision location of the
frame’s apex over the board layout, with the angles of the principle rafters running parallel to the red chalk lines below them.
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Geometry in action 3
The third example of geometry carried out on
the frame was the conclusion to the passing
braces after they entered the corner posts. In
designing the shelter I had focussed on the
major proportions of the building and the geometrical alignments of timbers. My view was
that timber sections and some of the frame
detail should be resolved by the carpenters so
that they had an input to the character of the
frame. The termination of the passing braces
was the most important example. My drawings showed the passing braces as parallel
lines crossing the corner posts but, with the
moment for cutting and test fitting the braces
having arrived, their form had to be resolved.
Before breakfast, Joel and I walked across
to the Barley Barn, one of a number of short
pilgrimages we had made to see what the
carpentry would tell us. This time we were
inspecting the passing braces and how they
were framed to the posts. Suddenly I could
see that their apparently unusual form was an
equilateral triangle. We decided there and then
to use the detail for the shelter and returned to
the drawing board to work out the scribing.
The principle was, like all good solutions,
very simple. The critical point, geometrically,
was where the passing brace crossed the

post, indicated by an arrow in figure 97a. A set
square against the brace lower face projects
a right angle across the timber and from each
end of the line dividers scribe arcs towards
the post until they intersect, 97b. Because the
dividers are set to the brace width the two arcs
form equilateral triangulation where they meet
and lines connecting these points are scribed,
97c, and cut, 97d. The final stage, shown here
separately for clarity, is to scribe an arc of the
same radius away from the post where it cuts a
vertical in line with the post edge, 97e. The set
square sits on the vertical and projects an angle across the brace to the post. When cut, this
angle forms a notch that prevents the brace
from pulling out of its joint under tension, 97f.
The peg sits on an arc swung from the point of
the equilateral triangle. The drawings show the
geometry on a straight post whereas, in figures
98 and 99, the actual post has an angled jowl
but the geometry is the same. Figure 100
shows the housing for the brace.
The joint is aesthetically elegant and it gives
a penetrating insight into the minds of the
Barley Barn’s carpenters, who used it in 1220. In
conversation with Joe Thompson, Carpenters’
Fellowship member and tutor at the Weald and
Downland Open Air Museum, he voiced the
opinion that it must be the earliest example of
a specifically designed joint.
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The inscriptions

101

Once William Clement Smith and I had decided
that the shelter would have a commemoration
to Cecil Hewett and Adrian Gibson it raised the
issue of how this should be done. My feeling,
which was influenced by seeing carved inscriptions on historic buildings, often simply a bride
and groom’s initials and marriage date, was
that we should cut lettering straight into the
wood. But who could or would do it? I raised
the issue at a Carpenters’ Fellowship meeting
and Rupert Newman, who runs West Wind Oak
Buildings in Bristol, volunteered. He had cut
lettering before and had a complete set of lettering chisels.
It seemed to me that the commemoration
should be a recognition of the importance of
Cecil and Adrian’s research into historic timber
framing, yet simple and appropriate to the
scale of the shelter’s frame, and slowly, after
many trials, the words appeared ~ a Frame for
Cecil and Adrian. I decided that the inscription
should be inside the shelter across the rear tie
beam where it would be protected from the
weather but immediately visible to someone
entering the building.
With Cecil and Adrian’s commemoration
as the internal focus of the shelter, I felt that
it should be balanced by an external inscription that looked out over the garden, that had
some resonance with the careful nurture of
plants and would speak to anyone who had
followed the pathways to this little building.
But finding the right words to strike the balance between practical gardening and the
more abstract concept of beauty that goes
hand in hand with it was elusive. But the resolution came like gardening itself, when long
flows of words were cut back hard until only
their essence remained ~ beauty, garden and
mind. Left to themselves they germinated and
grew into the inscription ~ Grow Beauty in The
Garden of Your Mind.

A

FRAME

FOR

Rupert and I decided to use a classical Roman
type face because it was suitably dignified and
designed for cutting into stone or wood, the
serifs being where the chisel enters the form
of each letter. I sent Rupert a photograph of
some real Roman lettering from the Grosvenor
Museum in Chester, figure 101. It was seeing
the Roman lettering that gave me the idea
of having the small linking words (a, for, and,
in and of ) at a smaller scale so that the main
words stood out more clearly.
The lettering was set out on computer first
and, although not apparent as normal typing,
when blown up to the scale we needed it had
some strange spacing between some of the
letters. This was adjusted a letter at a time until
I was satisfied with the wording’s balance and
Rupert was happy about cutting it. Then he
ran out the 6½ feet of inscription on his banner printer and, just in case it was needed, a
shorter safety net version about 6 feet long.
The two versions gave us a choice at full scale
when it was time to cut the inscription into
the frame timbers. Rupert decided to use the
6½ feet version which looked better on the
tie beam’s actual depth and transferred the
image onto the beams using old fashioned

CECIL

AND

ADRIAN

N THE GARDEN OF
OF YOUR MIND
G ROW BEAUTY IIN
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carbon paper, figure 102. Once the letters were
marked out, he worked methodically through
the wording, cutting all the straight sections
of the letters first, all the curved letters second and, lastly, all the fine details, figures 103,
104 and 105. One aspect of letter cutting that
caused Rupert some concern was where a
letter coincided with overnotching, figure 106.
My view was that this had a similar quality to
where the stone was broken on the Roman

lettering and made its own contribution. Every
now and then Rupert’s beam would be taken
away for use in the layups but, when the frame
was eventually raised, the inscriptions were
complete and in their places. During one of
these lulls Rupert told me he had Googled
Grow Beauty, etc to find out who had written
the line but couldn’t find the author and we
Giggled when I told him it was me!
Figure 107 shows the inscriptions.
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Raising the frame
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The day was kind to us. We had been lucky
enough to work through a dry week but now
the sun came through in all its early morning glory, illuminating the walnut and apple
trees and casting the dappled shadows of their
leaves across the ground. Our access to the
walled garden was through the northern gate,
figure 108, which meant that all timbers for
the raising had to be carried into the garden
manually. Once inside, they were stacked in the
order of assembly : sills, posts, braces, side wall
plates, rear and front wall tie beams, principal
rafters and passing braces. The common rafters
would come last. With all the timbers in order
Joel gave a briefing on the procedure to be followed and then the hard hats went on.
The sills were set on their foundation pads
and, after being tested for level, the four corner
posts were placed in position, followed by the
side wall X and Y braces, figure 109. Next were
the side wall wall plates and then the heavier
tie beams which required a five man team to
lift them into place from a platform set at just
the right level for the task, figure 110. After
the tie beams the rear wall principal rafters
and passing braces were raised, figure 111.
The picture also shows a temporary timber,
angle braced to the ground, to stop the frame
swaying until the passing braces were pegged
in place and the frame made rigid. It can also
be seen that the trestles and planks that made
the platform for lifting the front tie beam have
been moved to the frame’s rear wall for the

rear tie beam lift. Figure 112 shows the front
principles and passing braces in place and the
common rafters being fixed in position. Figure
113 shows Collin Beggs drilling the passing
brace peg hole with a brace and bit.
When the frames were test assembled on
the ground and the holes had already been
draw bored, the correct eight sided and tapered pegs were made for pegging the joints.
The tapered peg can find its way through the
offset holes and pull the joint tight. When
holes were drilled directly into timbers already
assembled in the frame, which would not have
an offset, a simpler four sided peg was used.
The peg’s corners were slightly larger than the
circle of the drilled holes so that, with just the
ends tapered, they could be driven through
to wedge firmly in the joint. Figure 114 shows
Joel Hendry hammering in a passing brace peg
at the frame’s apex.
Figure 115 shows Nathan Jones topping
out. Topping out is an ancient carpenters’
ceremony performed when the erection of a
frame is complete. The youngest member of
the team (and Nathan was the youngest at 23)
is always the person selected to climb to the
building’s roof and fix a small bough of oak at
the ridge. The living bough symbolises the life
of each oak felled for the construction of the
building and replicates the topmost branches
of these trees. I see it as a homage to the trees,
a reminder that they were living entities and
that, despite felling them for building, they
are held in reverence and respected for their
beauty, strength and utility.
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After the topping out ceremony there were
some further rituals to be carried out, first the
photograph of the course leaders inside the
frame and then the photograph of the whole
team, figure 116. Figure 117 shows the team
leaders, from left to right, myself with the
square, Joel Hendry, the lead carpenter, and
William Clement Smith, the project manager. A
bottle of champagne appeared out of the blue
and I raised a toast to Cecil Hewett and Adrian
Gibson who did so much for timber frame
research into the historical evolution of practical carpentry and the geometrical methods
employed in the design of historic frames.
Without them, the likelihood is that many of us
would not have been there, the shelter would
not have been conceived, designed and built
and their names would not be inscribed on the
tie beam immediately above our heads. I also
toasted my colleagues, who carried the project
through exactly on time without a hitch, and
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the amazing group of peole who had come
together from the UK, Europe and America to
bring this little building out of the world of
dreams and hopes, off the drawing board and
into the sunlight of an English autumn day.
And it was a very special privilege to be part
of an international team who, despite the differences in age, background and experience,
all slipped into gear like a well oiled machine
and methodically set about converting some
geometrical drawings into two dimensional
layouts on the ground and then raised them to
form the structure of the gardener’s shelter.
Suddenly, we could all relax for a while in
the dappled sunlight, we had raised the frame
just as the Carpenters’ Fellowship Frame conference commenced. Early delegates drifted
through the garden’s pathways towards the
sight of the shelter’s roof, projecting above the
garden’s protective wall, a new visual element
on Cressing Temple’s ancient horizon.
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Laurie Smith, Joel Hendry and William Clement Smith
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THE GARDENER’S SHELTER TEAM

BACK ROW STANDING, left to right ~
Nathan Jones, trainee architect with Welsh Oak Frames
Peter van Diepen, partner in Timber Solutions, Somerset
Rick Collins, partner in Trillium Dell Timberworks, Illinois, USA
Richard Stephenson, timber and forestry, Cornwall
Rupert Newman, runs Westwind Oak Buildings, Bristol
MIDDLE ROW STANDING, left to right ~
Steve Carling, carpenter, Cambridgeshire
Laurie Smith, Gardener’s Shelter designer
Tom Murrell, recently started work as a carpenter in Cornwall
Barry Williams, Wrexham (Wrecsam), Wales
Doug Miles, Carpenters’ Fellowship Treasurer, UK
Richard Archard, experienced carpenter from Dorset
Matt Jenkins, partner in Trillium Dell Timberworks, Illinois, USA
Ulrik Hjort-Lassen, Gotteborg Universitet Craft School, Sweden
William Clement Smith, carpenter and builder, Suffolk
Nils-Eric Anderson, Gotteborg Universitet Craft School, Sweden
Kevin de Silva, carpenter Snowdonia, Wales
Ray Gibbs, carpenter, Canada
FRONT ROW KNEELING, left to right ~
Tim Walton, carpenter, Carpenters’ Fellowship Secretary
Barbara Czoch, carpenter, Carpenters’ Fellowship sub-Editor
Becky Fairhall, timber and forestry, Cornwall
Stephen Westover, woodland management, Essex
Collin Beggs, runs Collin Beggs Timber Frames, Idaho, USA
Gerwyn Lewis, carpenter, coracle maker, Telford,Shropshire
Joel Hendry, partner in Emmanuel Hendry, Dartmoor
Becky Westover, woodland management, Essex
Whit Holder, partner in Holder Brothers Timber Framing, USA
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Pegs, laths and shingles
As the project progressed steadily from hewing
and side axing through scribing and cutting of
joints and on to raising, there were other necessary activities running in parallel. Peg making
was one, each peg a crucial component for
locking the timbers of the frame together. Making laths for the wall panels and shingles for
the roof were the others. In order to produce
the necessary volume of laths and shingles all
participants were asked to take a turn at these
activities, which were demonstrated by Stephen and Becky Westover.
Figure 118 shows Becky splitting an oak butt
into sections for shingle making and figure
119 shows the two stages of shingle production, splitting with a froe, left, and cleaning
the shingle’s edges by axe, on the right. Figure
120 shows sweet chestnut, the timber needed
for roof battens, wall staves and laths, being
split in half with steel wedges. The halves are
split to quarters, eighths, sixteenths and finally
into laths in a cleaving break, figure 121, using
a froe, figure 122. The froe’s long arm acts as
a lever to apply pressure to the timber being
split. If the split moves towards the timber’s
edge, the timber can be turned over to reverse
the split’s direction, a judgement that comes
from experience. The cleaving break is a tripod
structure of poles bolted together with two
horizontal (but not parallel) cross bars between
which the chestnut being worked is wedged.
Figure 123 shows the tripod form of the break
and the position of the timber being worked
from the front and side. The downward pressure of the froe keeps the timber locked in
position and, because the cross bars are not
parallel, timbers of different dimension can be
worked in the break.
In figure 124 William Clement Smith and
Stephen Westover weave horizontal laths on
the vertical staves in a gable. The staves are
heavier in section and rigid compared with
the thinner and more flexible laths. Figure 125
shows the critical component in lathing triangular panels: the triangular boat shape that
holds, and is held in place by, the central stave.
The boat is also notched at each side to take
the ends of laths following the panel’s triangulation. Figure 126 shows a triangular panel in a
side wall. In figure 127, Mark Clay, one of a very
welcome group of shelter volunteers, nails oak
shingles onto sweet chestnut roof battens.
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126
127
125 126 The boat is first shaped to fit the angle between the timbers and
then sharpened at each side (like the bows of a boat) to fit into
channels cut into the timbers to receive it. The boat is held up in
place by the rigidity of the vertical stave which is plugged into it
and wedged into a channel in the frame timber at its base.
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. . . to be in England now that April . . .
The winter intervened with December bringing
low temperatures and short days. So we abandoned work until April when the days grew
longer and warm enough to split more sweet
chestnut and lath the remaining panels. Slowly,
as the panels began to enclose the shelter’s
space, my mind returned to when William and I
had set the footings and how minute the floor
area had seemed. This changed dramatically
when the frame was raised and the building metamorphosed from two dimensions
into three. As we lathed each panel and put
flesh on the bone the shelter’s volume slowly
became a reality and the philosophy behind
the treatment of panels began to make sense.
From the start of the project I was determined
that the shelter should be more than just a
shed for gardeners’ tools and should have a
positive visual role within the atmosphere of
the walled garden. I also felt strongly that the
walnut tree in the corner of the garden should
not be blocked off by the shelter but should
remain an important feature of the garden.
One way of attaining this was to position the
shelter far enough forward from the garden
wall to allow easy access around the back,
figure 128, making a route past the walnut that
brought visitors to the garden directly past
its magnificently textured bark, figure 129. In
bright sunlight the walnut made its presence
felt, casting superb shadows across the roof of
its new neighbour, figure 130. Another factor in
relation to the walnut and ancient apple trees
that stood either side of the shelter was to
leave the top panels of the shelter’s side walls
open so that they functioned as windows with
direct views of the trees, not only from inside
the shelter but through it from end to end,
figure 131.The juxtaposition of infill and space
in the side walls was followed through in the
lathing of the shelter’s rear wall, the narrow
panels between the principal rafters and passing braces being left open so that light could
enter the interior of the roof, a characteristic
that is visible when approaching the shelter
through the garden.
The final task was to fit the ridge beam that
William Clement Smith had hewn from a single
oak sourced from Stocking’s Wood at Stowlangtoft in Suffolk, near his home. The length
of the ridge and the angle of the shingles were
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Mark and Elphin (behind the beam) making
the final adjustments and figure 133 shows the
beam’s weight held in place by gravity.
Figure 134 shows the completed shelter
across one of the garden’s small wildflower
meadows, silent at last after the steady rhythm
of axe and saw: the sweet acid aroma of freshly
cut oak giving way to the scent of blossom in
the apple trees. And, as it should be, the daisy
wheel which gave the shelter its form watching over the walled garden and its gardeners.
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recorded and the beam was cut to fit. Externally it is a hollow triangle with the tree’s circularity retained at either end, the front carved with
a daisy wheel and the rear with the Carpenters’
Fellowship CF logo and date in Roman numerals, MMV III, 2008. The beam was raised by leverage along two parallel ladders that acted as
tramlines, William and Elphin Watkin levering
and Mark Clay and I securing it with ropes from
the ground. At the ridge it was rolled over into
its correct position. Figure 132 shows William,
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A glimpse inside the walled garden
From left to right from the top, a silver crescent moon high above the fountain’s golden sun
finial, the garden’s north door, a woodpecker’s compass perfect nest entrance in an ancient
apple tree, a pathway through a shady arbour, precision clipped box hedging, sunlight on
the circular pool, herringbone paving with a diamond inset, a ripe pumpkin, a cowslip from
the meadow under the nut trees, figs ripening on the bough, the fountain’s waterspouts
with leafy garlands depicting four common Essex trees: hornbeam, field maple, small-leaved
lime and oak. Finally, turned oak spheres from the viewing platform’s balustrade. On the
right, wearing his Gardener’s Shelter T shirt, William Rallison, the garden’s horticulturalist.
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A few word s for Nat han Jones
It is appropriate to record here the sad loss of Nathan Jones, who died from
complications arising from malaria contracted while he was working in Gambia
as a volunteer for Architecture for Humanity. Nathan was a focal member of the
great team that worked on the Gardener’s Shelter project. At that time he worked
with Welsh Oak Frame at Caersws in Wales, a short drive over the hills from where
I lived near Llanfair Caereinion. After the shelter frame was raised a small group
of volunteers continued to complete the wattling and shingling of the shelter’s walls and roof. Nathan, who was a stalwart of this group, was my travelling
companion from Wales to Essex and back every weekend for two months. Our
conversations were primarily focussed on design philosophies and especially on
geometrical ones and, more often than not, Nathan would show me drawings or
small models the following weekend that had evolved from our discussions. But
we also shared many rib-splitting jokes. I treasured these journeys. On our return
to Wales I would take Nathan back to his flat in Newtown where he showed me
his collection of Bonsai trees and explained their propagation and care. It broke
my heart that such a delightful young man and his exceptional architectural talent should itself be Bonsaid, felled before his full flowering. Laurie Smith
HISTORICBUILDINGGEOMETRY

An obituary can be found in the Architects Journal online at
http: / / w w w. arch itec ts j o ur nal. c o. uk/ ho me / o b i t ua r y -na t hanjones-1985-2 0 1 3 / 8 6 4 4 9 2 8 . f ul l a r t i c l e
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